RF Lighting Controls
COMPATIBLE WITH

INTUITY

THE RIGHT LIGHTING
DOESN’T JUST
TRANSFORM A ROOM

it changes the way you live in it. From
brightening a space to work with speed
and ease, to dimming things down as
you settle in and relax, Legrand enables
users to manage a home’s lighting with
incredible precision and convenience.
Featuring simple, sophisticated design
and offering multiple access point
control, the On-Q line of universal
dimmers and switches can help users be
productive, feel safe, save money, even
rest well, all at the touch of a button.

And, with integration options for
superior control, homeowners can set
scenes and program activities, weaving
the right level of lighting in with locked
doors and cooler temperatures at
bedtime, or with the right zones of audio
for celebrating with guests. Unite your
lights with control of entertainment,
security, comfort and convenience, for
a smarter home and better living.
Associated Skus:
▪	
LC2101-XX 3-Wire RF True
Universal Dimmer Master
▪	
LC2102-XX 2-Wire Incandescent Dimmer
▪ LC2103-XX 2-Wire RF Dimmer Remote
▪ LC2201-XX 3-Wire RF Switch Master
▪ LC2203-XX 2-Wire RF Switch Remote
▪	
LC2150-WH True Universal Lamp Module

FEATURES
▪	Accommodates all lighting types and
loads with a variety of switches, masters,
remotes, dimmers, and more.

▪	Integrates with Intuity automation system
for superior and unified home control of
lights, security, audio, comfort, and more

▪	Perfects your home’s mood lighting with

programmable scenes to match any activity

▪	Available in Legrand’s radiant fit and finish
for clean, consistent color and design
▪	Installs easily, with simple and
intuitive programming

BENEFITS
Light it Right: Set the best level of
light for any activity or event, easily
maximizing productivity or creating
the perfect atmosphere.
Security through Illumination: Whether
scheduling times while you’re away, or
ensuring you come home to a well-lit
house at night, the appropriate lighting
can help your home feel, and be, safer.
Save Energy… & Money: Conserve energy
and cut down on utility cost by remotely
turning off the lights when not in use.
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